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Connect With Your Child

PLAYING TO YOUR

CHILD'S PASSIONS
Jaideep Patel makes a case for parents to take the time and effort to understand
their children’s interests.

N

o one knows exactly when parenting
became overly complex and extremely
competitive. My best guess would be that
it somehow begun to take root right around the
time people born during Gen-X (largely accepted
as 1961 onwards) started becoming parents.
Economic conditions were much improved
compared to those experienced by the previous
generation. Choices for healthcare, education and
entertainment for children – among other things –
multiplied exponentially within a very short period
of time.
The Average Malaysian Parent, it seemed, had
taken the first bold step into uncharted territory.

Push and pull
As parents, it is easy for us to directly and
indirectly influence our children when it comes
to following an interest. They absorb our daily
actions and behaviours, and as early as 2 ½ or 3
6
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“Passion pushing has
become somewhat of a
norm in today’s society.”
years, start dabbling in their own spontaneous
‘pretend play’ where they become make-believe
cooks or builders or race car drivers within their
imaginary worlds.
It is oftentimes tempting for us as parents to point
our children towards a specific direction in terms
of passion. More often than not, we want our
children to follow in our footsteps, to take interest
in something we are closely involved in. However,
the point I’m trying to make is this: our passions
and interests are not their passions and interests.
‘Passion pushing’ has become somewhat of a
norm in today’s society – but it’s not helping our
kids in the least.

Connect With Your Child

WHY IS ‘PASSION PUSHING’
DETRIMENTAL TO CHILDREN?
Author Katie Hurley says that ‘To push
kids in one direction or another with
the hope of finding the golden ticket is
to deny them the opportunity to figure
out what really makes them tick. To
encourage kids to specialise at a young
age, to say this is it for you, is to limit the
possibilities that life has to offer.’

Out with the old, in with the new
For some Asian parents, influencing children to
take up one of the more traditionally prized and
respected career pathways remains as tempting
as ever. This, coupled with our overbearing sense
of protection and responsibility for our offspring,
results in us losing sight of the more enjoyable
aspects of parenting.
To make matters worse, we end up trampling over
our children’s real passions and robbing them of
the best decisions we can help them make for
themselves, albeit unknowingly.

KNOW YOUR CHILD’S UNIQUE
INTERESTS
‘In the race to the finish line, kids are
often plugged into the same sports and
activities as their peers. The competition
to succeed is fierce, and many kids
experience anxiety as a result.
Instead of doing what every other family
is doing, take the time to get to know and
understand your child’s interests. Observe
your child at play, ask open-ended
questions and listen when your child
shares his or her dreams.’

THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX
‘Passion exists everywhere, not just on the
playing field or in a music room. Parents
have a tendency to lean on organised
sports and highly structured enrichment
classes, but passion can play out right in
your own home. Building, knitting, cooking
and writing can all be done without
structure and guided instruction.
When parents worry less about résumébuilding and focus on what makes kids
thrive, children find their unique interests
and are happier for it.’

The good news is that all of this can be avoided. In
Katie Hurley’s brilliant The Happy Kid Handbook,
she outlines a few simple strategies on how parents
can support their children’s pursuit of passion:

NURTURE OPTIMISM

AVOID JUDGEMENT
‘Resist the urge and avoid judging your
children’s choices. When kids feel judged
by their parents, they feel rejected by the
people who are supposed to love them
the most.’

‘We live in a competitive world and
kids experience a significant amount of
pressure to perform. When they fall short,
they feel deflated. We all fail at times,
that’s part of life. If we want to raise “cando” kids who can work through failure
and come out stronger for it, it is wise
to nurture optimism. Optimistic kids are
more willing to take healthy risks, better
problem-solvers and experience positive
relationships.’

coursesmalaysia Parents Guide 2018/19
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COMMUNICATE EFFECTIVELY

WITH YOUR CHILD
Jaideep Patel drives home a few points on how parents can better communicate
with their kids.

21

st

century kids are intelligent and
articulate, and this requires
greater openness from parents.
Thus, it is important for parents to create and
maintain a stress-free and conducive environment
at home for their children to approach them. This
becomes increasingly important when children
enter preschool and start exposing themselves to
new experiences. However, all of this seems easier
said than done, but here are some simple tips for
you to improve your parent-child communication.

Create the space to talk freely…
For parents to create a safe space for their kids to
start conversations with them, parents first need
to observe their conversational style. Start paying
attention to the situations or times your children
are most likely to begin talking to you on their
own. Every child is different in this regard, so don’t
force it. Instead, make it a point to notice the little

8
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details. Maybe your son doesn’t really like to talk
about anything until the afternoon. On the other
hand, your daughter might be a lively morning
talker. Before you know it, you would have
taken that first step towards creating a better
connection with your child.

Connect With Your Child

“Children respond to
elders who give them the
confidence to speak up.”

…if that doesn’t work, try talking
to them midst-activity
If you fail to notice a pattern or pinpoint when
exactly your child is more prone to opening
up, then initiate conversations in the middle of
doing things. This can mean meal times, or when
you are ferrying your kid to and from school or
tuition. Some children just find it easier and more
natural to open up to their parents when they are
physically occupied with a task or activity, so use
this to your advantage.

Remember, real emotions
always work…
Children respond to elders who give them the
confidence to speak up. You can display this in
several ways, but the most powerful method
is to always go with your real emotions. When
engaging in a conversation, respond to them
with vulnerability and genuine expressions, be
it amazement, compassion or surprise. Real
emotions result in real responses, so this is a great
way of connecting with your child on a deeper
level.

… and there’s such a thing as
‘emotional literacy’
As parents we constantly drive our kids to achieve
academic excellence, but we should also be as
dedicated in the pursuit of emotional literacy.
Showing emotions has long been seen as a sign
of weakness in many Asian households, but times
have changed. Children need to be encouraged to
understand and express their feelings, as well as
make decisions based on not just what they know
but what they feel.

The small details matter, no
matter how small…
Children open up when they are engaged to
talk about smaller, more trivial matters. These
usually lead to the bigger issue at hand. Trying
to make them delve deeper into matters that
they feel uncomfortable talking about will benefit
no one, so try talking to them about simpler
and lighter things. Ask them about what their
friends did at school today, or who their favourite
teacher is. These are great icebreakers and get
conversations started on the right foot. One thing
will soon lead to another, and before you know it,
you would have gained your children’s trust and
confidence without working too hard at it.

…but don’t forget to use
yourself as an example
If there is one golden rule in the world of parentchild communication, it is this: talk about yourself
if you want your kids to talk about themselves.
Try it with your kids. Initiate the conversation by
talking about what you did, and you will soon find
them rearing to go on and on about something
they did but forgot to tell you about. That’s
exactly how this works – when you tell them
something about yourself, it triggers your child to
remember something he or she did a few hours ago.

coursesmalaysia Parents Guide 2018/19
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CAREER CHOICES:

PARENTS VS STUDENTS
i wan
t to b
e
a tou
r guid
e

Jaideep Patel takes a look at some
popular areas of work as chosen by
both parents and students.

F

act: Parents and their school-going children
don’t always see eye-to-eye. While this is
mostly true for things like getting household
chores done (you know those dirty dishes are still
stacked in the sink), it is also somewhat true for
career-related matters.

are you
sure?

Through the coursesmalaysia Parents Survey
and coursesmalaysia Student Survey conducted
throughout 2017, we managed to take a peek into
the career expectations of both and make some
observations.

you should be
a teacher

The findings

REAS
REFERRED A
PARENTS: P R THEIR CHILDREN
OF WORK FO
(Top 8 responses only; ranked from
most popular to least popular)

be
ld
u
ho
u s ctor
o
o
y
ad

#1 – Digital technology
#2 – Medicine
#3 – Engineering
#4 – Business
#5 – Education
#6 – Arts & design
#7 – Sciences

I want to be
a
designer

10
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#8 – Law
Source: coursesmalaysia Parents Survey 2017
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STUDENTS: PREFERRED AREAS OF WORK
(Top 8 responses only; ranked from
most popular to least popular)
#1 – Business
#2 – Arts & design
#3 – Engineering
#4 – Sciences
#5– Travel & hospitality
#6 – Digital technology
#7 – Medicine

“Parents and their
school-going children
don’t always see eyeto-eye.”

#8 – Psychology
Source: coursesmalaysia Student Survey 2017

The observations
4. DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

1. BUSINESS
Top student choice
Business seems to be the clear
favourite career pathway for
students, but it only comes in
at fourth for the parents. There
definitely is a discrepancy
between parents and students.

Definitely more popular with
the parents
Digital technology-related
career options seem to rank
high on the minds of parents,
but not so much for their kids.

5. MEDICINE
2. ARTS & DESIGN
A favourite of the students
Arts & design still appears to
be a hot choice for students,
coming in at second place
overall. However, parents
only voted this as their sixth
preferred career option for their children. Back to
the drawing board!

Losing its popularity?
Medicine seems to be wildly
popular with the parents with
it being their second favourite
pick. However, it was the
seventh overall choice for
students. Whether this is an indication of any
long-term trend remains to be seen.

6. ???
3. ENGINEERING
A hit with both parents and
students
It seems that both parents and
students agree that Engineering
is a top-of-mind choice. We’re
off to a good start!

Often overlooked options
Parents are thinking about Law
but their children are not, whereas
students are thinking about Travel
& hospitality and Psychology but
their parents are not.

coursesmalaysia Parents Guide 2018/19
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Jaideep Patel lists down some
essential skills parents can cultivate in
their children from a young age.

A

s parents, we know that it is impossible for
our children to learn certain skills in school.
There are certain key life skills that need
to be instilled in them as part of their day-to-day
lives, while some life skills are teachable moments
that are unplanned yet equally as important as
any planned or taught skills. These events need
to be experienced and reflected upon by the
children themselves in order to learn from them
over time.
In this feature, we will take a look at several
key life skills that can easily become positive
habits in children.

Asking questions
Many of today’s parents were raised in
households where they were reminded to ‘be
seen and not heard’, but stopping children from
voicing out their opinions or asking questions is
detrimental to their learning ability. The first step
towards a lifelong journey of self-learning is being
able to ask questions. Children should be able to
verbalise their curiosity, and parents should play a
role in encouraging them to do so. One good way
to do this is to reward children who ask questions,
instead of punishing them for speaking up.

KEY LIFE SK
ILLS
12
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Tackling projects

Solving problems
Problem-solving is an ever-important life skill.
Children pick it up naturally at an early age, so
it is easy for parents to form this habit in them
from the get-go. Whenever your child is faced
with a problem (in many cases it takes shape as
a decision that has to be made), give them the
freedom to evaluate their options. Be there to
listen to them as they make their way through the
problem, as it is important for the child to know
that he or she is understood and feels supported
by your presence.

Finding passion
Most people are driven by passion, first and
foremost, and this applies to children as well.
Giving your child the time and space they need
to identify what they like doing on their own free
time is extremely beneficial to them in the long
run. To find out more about the importance of
allowing your children to find their passions, flip to
Playing To Your Child’s Passions on page 6.

This is closely related to the points made earlier.
Taking on small fun projects with your child – such
as building a scale model of a car or completing
a jigsaw puzzle – will enable them to discover
what they like to do in a casual and relaxed
environment. On the other hand, it will give you
the chance to observe them in their element. Start
by taking the lead and giving instructions on what
needs to be done. As the project progresses, hand
over more and more of the project to your child
to help build his or her confidence.

Being independent
This may be a harder thing for Malaysian parents
to do compared to their Western counterparts,
but kids should be taught to increasingly stand
on their own. Mollycoddling and excessive
handholding typically results in the parents
taking away many crucial decision-making and
risk-taking opportunities from their children. As
they grow up to become teenagers, they will
find themselves grossly underprepared for the
harsh realities of life. Over-parenting has been
identified as a cause of anxiety and depression
in children. According to a research at Johns
Hopkins University, published in Child Psychiatry
and Human Development in 2012, ‘Such children
believe that they were less competent, and hence
suffer from triggered increases in anxiety levels.’

“Giving your child the time and
space they need to identify what
they like doing on their own free
time is extremely beneficial to them
in the long run.”
coursesmalaysia Parents Guide 2018/19
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Jaideep Patel explains the
role of a university degree
in today’s world and why
parents should take the time
to consider their child’s study
options.

F

or the longest time, entering
university right after school
seemed to be the best option
for secondary students. As clear and
logical as the choice may appear to
be, a university degree isn’t the most
suitable option available for some
parents.
If you want to know if university is the
right choice, then you need to factor
in the entry requirements for jobs and
the actual cost of education. Of course,
there are many other options to
consider, but getting these key factors
sorted out can save you and your child
from a lot of trouble down the road.

Job requirements
A good place for parents to start
thinking whether or not a university
degree makes sense is the actual role
of said degree these days. The notion
is that a university degree’s primary
return on investment (ROI) is entry into
a decent job. However, more and more
organisations are offering vacancies to
non-degree holders for jobs that were
previously available only to degree
holders.

UNIVERSITY DEGREES:
THEN AND NOW
14
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While it would be quite a stretch to say that
degrees are not as important in today’s world, it
is, however, safe to say that organisations across
the board are placing a greater emphasis on
job candidates’ exposure to work and internship
experiences, participation in extracurricular
activities and demonstration of leadership skills,
compared to just their academic qualifications.
This growing list of companies includes several
big name banks and accountancy firms, among
others.

What aspects of
students’ academic
experience do employers
consider most important?

…we look beyond grades and results as
involvement in extracurricular activities is
essential in building a holistic individual…
Dennis Tan
Senior Vice President and Head, Human Capital

…having experience in groupwork could
expose students to collaboration, taking
initiative and being resourceful in their
projects…
Sandra Tai
Talent Acquisition Manager – Malaysia & Singapore
Mondeléz International

…doing something outside of the classroom
environment, such as participating in student
competitions shows effort and passion that
you are ambitious…

“If you want to know if
university is the right
choice, then you need
to factor in the entry
requirements for jobs
and the actual cost of
education.”
Money matters
The financial encumbrance that comes with
taking on a degree programme is also something
that parents should consider and prepare for.
Although education loans (such as PTPTN or
those offered by banks) and scholarships (from
both private and public institutions) are widely
available, as parents you will need to take
into account living expenses as well as other
miscellaneous costs that are incurred as part and
parcel of sending your children to university.
Cost of education is more of a problem for some
parents compared to others, but it would be wise
to plan ahead in the event of any unforeseen
circumstances. For many Malaysian parents, the
task of setting aside money for their children’s
education is probably the most daunting part of
parenthood, and it’s totally understandable.
US-based multinational financial services
corporation Fidelity Investments has attempted
to make things easier for parents by introducing
the ‘2K rule’: simply multiply your child’s age with
US$2,000 (I think it works just as well in RM).
By the time your child turns 18, you will have
RM36,000 set aside for his or her education, which
easily reduces the cost of their university degree
course by 50% or more – depending on the
institution and programme. It goes without saying
that different people have different financial
means and goals, but the ‘2K rule’ is a practical
starting point for younger parents or parents-to-be.

Sophia Ang Wui Jiun
Head, Talent Attraction & Workplace Futurisation
Maybank

Source: gradmalaysia Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate Employers 2017/18
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ARTS STREAM
STUDENTS EXPLAIN THEIR CHOICES

o

Secondary school students and SPM leavers tell coursesmalaysia Parents Guide
readers why they chose to enter their respective streams

Why did you choose your stream?
Yuki: I was never a science person, never into mathematics
and numbers. So, I related more to the creative side of
things. I knew what I didn’t like early on, so I chose to go in
the opposite direction.

Yuki Teh

I am 18
years
I studied
in Sekola old
h Seri S
I chose…
uria
Arts Str
eam

Muhammad A’isy Adham

I am 18 years old
in SMK Dato’ Abu Bakar
ied
I stud
Baginda
I chose… Science Stream

Muhamma
d Izzuddin
Bin
Jamal

I am 15 year
s old
I studied in
SMK Taman
Dato’
Harun
I chose… Ar
ts Stream
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Adham: I wanted to become an architect, and since I already
have basics in drawing, I thought that all I needed was to
learn more science subjects. So I chose the Science Stream.
Also, when I was thinking of working, I felt that Science Stream would
promise more career opportunities. Plus, I was never into culinary
arts which was a subject in the Arts Stream at my school.
Izzuddin: I want to enter the Arts Stream because I would like
to learn the culinary arts. I love to cook so this is the area of
study that interests me the most. Also, Arts Stream subjects
are easier and focus on practicality and craftsmanship instead of
reading and memorising formulas.

Were you thinking of your future career
when you chose your stream?
Yuki: Not really, but I just knew that I had no interest in
anything science-related like being a doctor or statistician
or engineer. I gravitated more towards design, writing,
photography. That’s what I focused on more. I even took up
photography in secondary school. Photography was a hobby that I
enjoyed and found it a lot more easy-going. You get to shoot from
your own style, angles and perspectives. On the other hand, writing
took more effort because we were bound by our syllabus in school.
There are more rules to follow, but they kept me in check because I
wanted to write well in terms of grammar and all that.
Adham: I have always wanted to be an architect so I
thought that entering the Science Stream would be a great
opportunity to make that dream come true someday.

Connect With Your Child
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SCIENCE STREAM?

Izzuddin: Yes. I feel that there are a lot
of career opportunities related to the
Arts Stream. I can also start my own
business by utilising the practical things that I
will learn. Since I love to cook, I plan to start my
own catering business in the near future.

Who did you talk to when you
had to make the choice?
Yuki: I feel like I’ve known what to do
from a long time ago. I feel like it was
my decision because even when I was
younger, I never had an interest in anything
related to science. I’ve just always preferred
arts and writing over science.
Adham: It was mostly my family. At
first, I was going to choose the Arts
Stream because my class teacher said
that I probably wouldn’t be able to get into the
Science Stream based on my PT3 results. But
when I checked with my school which class
I got into, it was a Science Stream class. So I
immediately asked my family whether I should
enter the Science Stream, and all of them said
yes.
Izzuddin: Apart from myself, my parents
played an important role in making the
decision on whether I should choose
the Arts Stream or the Science Stream. At
first, I thought of choosing the Science Stream
because of the science subjects that I learned
in school. However, after discussing with my
parents about my interests, they suggested
that I choose the Arts Stream instead. Aside
from that, the teachers in my school also
helped explain the options to me in detail.

Do you feel like you made
the right choice?
Yuki: Looking back, I feel like I should
have chosen a semi-Science Stream.
But I wouldn’t say that I regret my
choice. I still feel that there are a lot more

opportunities when you enter the Arts Stream.
There’s more freedom compared to the Science
Stream where you are required to take a lot of
subjects. Also, people look at you differently when
you are in the Science Stream. It may not be the
case in all schools, but in my school they regard
Science Stream students as being ‘higher’, and
everyone there is always encouraging students to
take the Science Stream and not the Arts Stream.
So, it’s nice to be different in that sense.
Adham: Looking back, I should have
probably chosen the Arts Stream because
the Science Stream was really challenging.
But thanks to my choice of taking up the Science
Stream, I got to further my studies at a public
university instead of a private university.
Izzuddin: I think this is the best choice for
me. I won’t regret it because culinary is the
field that I have decided to pursue. Besides
that, I am planning to continue my Form 4
and Form 5 studies in a vocational school to gain
more exposure to practical learning.

What do you plan to do next?
Yuki: I finished my SPM last year so my
plan is to enter university and take a
Foundation in Arts, and then a degree in
mass communications.
Adham: I plan to continue my studies as a
Diploma in English student and then pursue
a degree in TESL to become an English lecturer.
Izzuddin: I am planning to find a part-time
job right after my SPM to get more work
experience in the food and beverage
industry. I believe I will learn how to cook different
types of food when I start working. However, if I
happen to receive an offer to continue my studies,
I will accept it to gain more knowledge and to get
myself ready for the working world.

coursesmalaysia Parents Guide 2018/19
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ARE MALAYSIAN STUDENTS READY

FOR UNIVERSITY LIFE?
Prospective students are usually aware that university education will be different
from their high school experience. But how ready are they? Do our Malaysian
secondary schools adequately prepare students for tertiary education?

A

ssociate Professor Jane Terpstra-Tong
and Adlina Ahmad from the School of
Business, Monash University Malaysia
‘find an obvious disconnect between high school
education and university requirements.’

increase in difficulty over the semester. Assoc Prof
Tong and Ahmad noted that ‘time management is a
life skill that takes time to develop’ and that it would
be best to teach students this skill while in secondary
school.

Based on interviews with a group of first-year
business students, Assoc Prof Tong and Ahmad found
four main areas where students lacked university
readiness.

Third, most students wished they had a better
command of English, especially in reading and
writing. Though many had graduated from a preuniversity programme conducted in English, they
felt a stronger command of English would help them
handle the high volume of reading, lengthy writing
assignments, and oral presentations.

First, the largest challenge faced by these first-year
students was independent learning and research
assignments. They had little or no experience with
such assignments, which are typically found in
Western universities.
Next, almost all the students said time management
was a challenge. In secondary school, they had not
needed to manage time so effectively. In university,
they now faced a large number of assignments which

18
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Fourth, the ‘spoon-feeding’ school systems which
most Malaysian students are accustomed to, led to ‘a
general lack of critical thinking skills.’ Despite scoring
well in high school or university entrance exams,
first-year students may not yet be effective critical
thinkers. A critical thinker raises important questions
and can articulate well-reasoned solutions.

Connect With Your Child

“Almost all the students said time management
was a challenge. In secondary school, they had not
needed to manage time so effectively.”
As a result of these challenges, students experienced
much stress. ‘However,’ Assoc Prof Tong and
Ahmad reported, ‘they showed resilience and strong
determination in overcoming their challenges.’
Among the 35 students who participated in this study,
83% were Malaysian and the rest were international
students from mostly Asian countries. They were
recruited from two private universities: a foreign
university’s branch campus and a local university
offering British business programmes.
Most studies on first-year adjustment have focused
on university students in the West. However, Assoc
Prof Tong and Ahmad’s qualitative study provides
much-needed data from an Asian sample.

TIPS FOR

S

IOR
N
U
J
E
H
T

When asked what advice they would give to incoming
students, the first-year students said:
Practise good time management
Develop learning and study habits
Seek social support and make many friends
Improve in English
Be independent
Choose the right university course

Compared to findings from Western countries, Assoc
Prof Tong and Ahmad did not find social adjustment
to be a major issue for their participants. ‘Students
appeared to understand the instrumental value of
friendship. This could be explained by the influence
of a relationship-based culture. Asian students learn
from an early age that building social networks
is essential to survival.’ They defined university
readiness in terms of three areas: academic, skill, and
psychological readiness:
• Academic readiness consists of content knowledge
in areas like language, mathematics, science, social
studies, and the arts.
• Skill readiness encompasses abilities such as critical
thinking, research, time management, exam-taking,
note-taking, and communication.
• Psychological readiness consists of attitudes
necessary for learning and living independently,
such as self-discipline and inquisitiveness.

Be inquisitive
Be ready for emotional adaptation
Stay healthy
Identify a good living and/or study environment
Take risks and try new experiences

coursesmalaysia Parents Guide 2018/19
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Several suggestions that secondary schools and
universities could implement to prepare students
better, were also provided.
Universities should provide impartial counselling,
examine their admission requirements, and set an
appropriate admission standard for English. Students
whose English is on the borderline should first
complete an English bridging programme before
embarking on university studies. First-year seminars
can help them know what to expect in university and
what is expected of them. These seminars would also
cover topics such as time management. Finally, a
writing centre could provide students with feedback
and assistance in writing skills.

Secondary schools, meanwhile, could partner with
universities to develop a curriculum. They can
encourage students as young as 15 to give serious
thought to their futures, what they intend to study
and what they can do to develop the full range of
skills needed to succeed in university. Schools can
introduce career and study options by organising
seminars or university visits. Having a goal in mind
and a realistic view of university requirements may
help students persevere and succeed.

“Having a goal in mind and a realistic view of
university requirements may help students
persevere and succeed.”

Assoc Prof Tong and Ahmad’s study will be published in the International Journal of Educational
Management. The study points to the need for Malaysian universities to strengthen their transition
programmes and proactively form closer relationships with high schools.
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Classroom To Career

TEACHERS TABLE
coursesmalaysia Parents Guide speaks to several teachers on how they discuss
career-related matters with their young students.

Teacher: Iffah
School: SK Bu

Teacher: Surajw
School: SMK Je

Marinah Bint

i Johaari

Subject taught

ht: English

Students taug

Subject taug

Students tau
ght: Standard

Teacher: Hanushia Palpanavan
School: Sunway College KL
Subject taught: Human Biology
Students taught: Year 12 (Australian
Matriculation)
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What do you do in your job as
a teacher?
Iffah: I have been teaching English in
several primary schools in Selangor
and Penang. Besides teaching,
I’ve been given a few additional
duties such as helping out during
the school’s choral speaking and action song
competition. I’ve also contributed to the school’s
English Club and Badminton Club by helping them
organise inter-school games and activities.
Surajwaran: An educator’s job is
far more important and influential
today. It enables me to take on a
few roles, including the role of a
facilitator and guide, where I help
create an awareness of the future amongst my
students. It has to be agreed that the job scope of
a teacher has expanded and is vastly expected to
improve from time to time. As a teacher, I always
consider the job a lifelong learning process since
the syllabus and curriculum demands teachers to
adopt and adapt according to current needs.
Hanushia: As a teacher, I am a
surrogate parent, helping to raise a
well-balanced child. As a teacher,
I am a story teller, a joke cracker
and an actor, inspiring curiosity and
sparking wonder. As a teacher, I am an event
planner, a travel agent and a first aid giver. As
a teacher, I am a role model, a mentor and a
counsellor. When students come to class hungry
or injured; I nurture them as I know that they
cannot learn until this basic need is met. To my
students, I am their champion, always there to
guide them towards their aspirations.

How important is it for students
to discover their passion at an
early age?
Iffah: It is imperative for students
to discover their passion at an
early stage because passion drives
students to excel. Passion also instils
resilience and ambition in them.
Furthermore, passion is essential for students
because it fuels their efforts and aids them to
overcome problems along their path to success.
Lastly, passion makes the learning process fun. It
is inevitable: passion makes hard work easy.
Surajwaran: I have to agree that this
is very important. We should always
provide them with the necessary
platforms for them to discover
their interests. However, a student’s
passion largely depends on his or her prior
knowledge of a certain field and exposure to a
certain subject. I would prefer students to gain
more knowledge on all the fields available and
then discover their passion later on when they are
really ready.
Hanushia: Extremely, extremely
important. Without which, they’re
clueless and demotivated.
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How do you encourage students
to think about careers in your
classes?
Iffah: I show a list of occupations that
are available in Malaysia and their
corresponding job scopes, as well as
the enjoyable activities and benefits
that they can gain from those listed
occupations. On top of that, I encourage them to
pursue their studies within the more demanding
fields in the work market. As a teacher I can
identify children’s passions by asking them to
engage in discussions and presentations about
their ambitions.
Surajwaran: I often encourage my
students to think about careers in
the classrooms. The awareness is
infused within the lessons so that
the students do not take it as an
additional burden. There are activities that teach
them about the roles of certain occupations and
enlighten them on the possible pathways that
could lead to their dream jobs.
Hanushia: In adult learning settings,
I see my role largely as a facilitator
of dialogue and exchange, and as
a steward responsible for creating
dynamic and open learning
environments. I strive to be interactive and offer
case- or career-based learning opportunities,
often pausing to ask students to reflect with their
classmates. My favourite part about tertiary
education are the ‘Aha’ moments, where you can
see students make new connections for the first
time.
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What can the education system
do to allow a greater focus on
students’ career preparedness
at an early age?
Iffah: The education system should
allocate more practical tasks for
secondary students starting from
Form 1 to allow the students to
experience and learn hands-on skills
related to their fields of study. Therefore, they
must be given the opportunity to go to places
such as offices and factories to have first-hand
experience of the fields they have interest in.
Surajwaran: The current education
system has improved to adhere
to the demands of the current
career market. The introduction of
STEM into the syllabus has surely
increased the number of platforms for students
to express their interests. The education system
could also introduce subjects that the students
can relate to. For example, bakery classes, music
lessons as well as computer studies. The subjects
could well be a catalyst for students to prepare
for the challenges that they are to face in their
chosen fields in the near future.

Classroom To Career

Hanushia: The major purpose
of every student, when joining a
university, is to learn, develop and
discover. This is why the university
that they choose should be able to
live up to their expectations and offer the best.
The three major principles a good institution
should possess are; exemplary lecturers,
top-notch infrastructures and an effective
management. Students at Foundation level should
be encouraged to attend career based talks and
tours; make it compulsory by all means.

How can parents encourage
their children to pursue their
passions in the hopes of finding
the right jobs?
Iffah: Parents can identify the
strengths and weaknesses of their
children and give them suggestions
on the different fields of studies that
may suit their passions. Moreover,
parents can also explain to them the advantages
of certain jobs, besides showing the right paths to
those careers. In addition, parents can also bring
their children to their workplaces to allow them to
get a feel of real work environments.

Surajwaran: I’ve always felt that the
role parents play in encouraging
their children is the prime factor
in moulding a student’s future.
Parents should be supportive of
their children’s passions and interests as their
support will prove to be a confidence booster. I
believe parents can assist children by providing
their insights and advice on certain careers. The
advantages and disadvantages of certain career
paths should be explained within the context
of the overall economic situation as well as the
capability of the child within his or her field of
choice.
Hanushia: Parents – at home – should
foster thoughtful, critical, engaged,
independent thinkers and writers.
They should encourage their children
to ask questions of themselves, each
other, and to create an environment in which
respectful debate is welcomed. Parents should
make every effort to offer intentional feedback,
and connect their children to supportive services.

“Parents should be
supportive of their
children’s passions and
interests.”
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WHAT THE STUDENTS SAY
Let’s take a look at some of the key findings of the coursesmalaysia Student
Survey 2017.

What is your year of study?

56%

Survey
Respondents

6,418
secondary school students
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FORM 5

2.4%

FORM 6

15.4%
FORM 3

26.2%

FORM 4

Classroom To Career

What language do you speak regularly?

36.7%

33.8%

22.6%
3.7%

3.2%
English

Bahasa Melayu

Chinese Language (Cantonese,
Mandarin, Hokkien, etc)

Tamil

Others

Which of the following courses interest you?
12.9%

Business (accounting, finance, management, etc)

9.6%

Arts & design

9.4%

Engineering (electric, electronic, civil, mechanical, etc)

9.3%

Sciences (biology, chemistry, physics, etc)

9.0%

Travel & hospitality (culinary, tourism, etc)
Digital Technology (IOT, Big Data, game design,
IT, computer science, etc)

8.8%
8.7%

Medicine (dentistry, nursing, pharmacy, etc)

6.6%

Psychology

6.3%

Mathematics/statistics

6.1%

Advertising, media & marketing

5.4%

Languages

4.8%

Education
Others

3.0%
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What influences your choice in the selection of a course?

41.5%

Personal
interest

Chances
of finding
good job

29.1%

11.9%

Parents

7.8%

5.4%

Friends

2.7%

Media

1.6%

School
counsellor,
teachers, etc

What factors determine your choice of university?

14.2%

Courses
offered are
interesting to
you

13.8%

Scholarship/
funding

11.6%

Teaching
quality

8.9%

Campus life

13.4%

Location

8.3%

Ranking/
awards

12.6%

Tuition fees

4.7%

Universities
administration
service

11.6%

Facilities

0.9%
Others

*
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What type of services do you expect at your future university?

28.3%

18.3%

15%

14.8%

13.1%

Career guidance

Credit transfer

Links to foreign universities

Others

8.6%

1.8%

Course counselling
On-campus accommodation
Free shuttle services
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PARENTS POINTS
coursesmalaysia Parents Guide speaks to
several parents on how they discuss careerrelated matters with their young children.

Arulthas

Information Se
curity Senior
Analyst – Platfo
rm Manager
Standard Char
tered Global
Business Service
s

Child:

Lakshman, 11 ye

ars old

h
Jessie Lo ger

na
Office Ma
n
orporatio
C
a
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P
E

Children:ears old
y
Wayne, 9
ears old
y
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,
n
a
y
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Joanne Lip
Housewife

Children:

s old
Chloe, 6 year
s old
ar
ye
11
l,
ta
Crys
old
s
ar
ye
Jenny, 15
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In your opinion, how can parents
encourage their children to
pursue their passions at an
early age?
Arulthas: In my opinion, we need to
give them the freedom and space
to explore themselves and their
passions. We can then facilitate once
that is identified. I guess I believe in
letting children work it out on their own without
their parents’ interference. This way we can
assure them that we are there to support them all
the way.
Jessie: I give my sons the freedom
to take part in the things they like
to do. My eldest son, Ryan, is into
24 Seasons Drums. I allow him to
participate in drum performances at
school level. He’s been the captain for the troupe
for two years. He’s also involved in the Boys
Brigade.
Joanne: First of all, parents and kids
both need to identify the passion first.
This means that the parents need
to expose their children to different
kinds of activities to determine where
their interests lie. Once that is identified, then
the parents need to spend more time with their
children in that particular field to ensure they
learn the correct ways of doing it. For example,
if a child prefers music more than sports, then
parents can enrol them in music schools to ensure
they learn the correct techniques from the very
beginning.

What was the age of your
children when you started
talking to them about education
or career choices?
Arulthas: I started talking to my son
Lakshman about education and
career choices as soon as I noticed
that he was able to comprehend my
communication.
Jessie: I have started talking to Ryan
about these things on a more serious
level now because he is on the verge
of becoming a teenager and has to
make some big decisions. Wayne
is younger, so he just listens to what I share with
Ryan.
Joanne: Once they started schooling,
which would be kindergarten at 4
years old. However, at that age, it
was mostly to encourage them to
dream of what they want to be when
they grow up. Some of my children wanted to
be teachers because their first contact with the
outside world was through their teachers. But their
ambition has changed over time. Thus, serious
discussions on their education or career choices
should start when they are in secondary school,
preferably after PT3 when they need to determine
to pick either the science or arts stream
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Have you frequently followedup with your children on what
they want to do when they
grow up?

How did you bring this topic up
with your children?
Arulthas: Just like clapping, it
takes two hands to make a sound.
The same goes for this. At times
Lakshman will initiate talking about
his interest and we end up having
long conversations about it. Sometimes I will bring
it up myself. However, I will drop the topic and
start talking about something else when I notice
that he is not showing any interest anymore.
Jessie: I think Ryan and I initiate these
discussions equally. It’s two-way.
Ryan recently asked me if he could
become a YouTuber, because one of
his friends told him that
YouTubers make a lot of money!
So I advised him to think about doing
it part-time because I think a stable
job is still necessary these days.
Joanne: I just casually ask them ‘Hey,
you need to decide to go into arts
or science in Form 4. What is your
decision?’
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Arulthas: Yes, this needs to happen
consistently yet casually. I let
Lakshman come up to me instead of
me bringing it up to him.

1.8%

Jessie: With Ryan it’s about once
every 1-2 months because he will
be entering secondary school soon.
He needs to put serious thought
into what he wants to do after SPM,
especially if he doesn’t get good results! So
I feel that I need to talk to him about his options.
Joanne: Yes, to a certain extent. Their
school also always makes them write
essays on ‘What I want to be when I
grow up’ so I can see their changes
over time through those as well.

Classroom To Career

Have any of your children
shown a clear interest in a
specific field of work?
Arulthas: Lakshman likes computer
games a lot. He likes to narrate
while playing a strategy game titled
Roblox. However, I am not sure if
that is a serious interest yet.

1.8% Ryan looks set to become a
Jessie:
YouTuber, by the looks of it. He’s also
interested in being a policeman, but
that’s just because he likes uniforms
for some reason!
Joanne: Unfortunately, no. Their
ambition changes depending on
their age and their friends’ influence.
When they were in kindergarten, they
wanted to be teachers. In primary
school, it was being YouTubers or singers or actors.
One of them even wanted to be a doctor, which
was to my absolute delight! But when they grew up
to become teenagers, those dreams changed into
‘I just want to earn money’.

“Parents need to expose
their children to different
kinds of activities to
determine where their
interests lie.”
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Personality Assessment

AN INTRODUCTION

MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE INDICATOR (MBTI):
Yeow Xin Qi guides parents through the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) –
one of the most famous personality tests in the world today.

P

ersonality types have gradually become a way for people to get to know to each other in a social
situation. These tests grew in popularity as more people seek to better understand themselves in a
way that is more widely accepted by the public.

The MBTI was developed by a mother-daughter duo, Katherine Briggs and Isabel Briggs Myers. It carefully lays
out the different personality types (there are 16 in total) and can help you point your child towards an area of
study or work that best suits his or her interests.
But first, let’s go through each alphabet and what it stands for.

INTROVERSION vs EXTRAVERSION
People who are considered introverts in this model
gain mental energy when they’re alone. They
have a lower tolerance for social situations before
yearning for the comfort of solitude and tranquillity.
On the flip side, extroverts gain mental energy
when they are with a group of people; they are
more interested in engaging with their environment.

SENSING vs INTUITION
Individuals with the sensing trait rely on their
five senses to experience the world around
them. They are grounded; focused on the
present, which allows them to better deal with
facts and concrete objects as opposed to
handling abstract ideas and possibilities.
Compared to those who have the intuition trait,
they, however, tend to rely on their imagination.
They live in their minds – always questioning,
making connections, and wondering about the
possibilities.
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THINKING vs FEELING
If you rely on logic and rational thoughts to reach
a decision – using your mind over your heart – then
it’s possible you have the thinking trait. Those who
identify with this tends to keep their emotions at
bay and invisible, not letting it influence the choice
they make.
However, if you base your decisions on your
emotions; following your heart and what you feel
is right, then you are most likely the feeling type.
Individuals with this trait tend to be compassionate
and sensitive to those around them.

JUDGING vs PERCEIVING
People with the judging trait are a planner – they
like to come up with plans and follow through
with it. They prefer things to be clear-cut and
aims for closure on things they set out to do.
Those with the perceiving trait, then, go with
the flow. They deal with things as they come;
preferring to let things play out by themselves.
They also are more flexible and relaxed
when they are faced with both expected and
unexpected challenges.

Personality Assessment

MBTI:
BREAKING DOWN ALL 16 PERSONALITY TYPES
Yeow Xin Qi walks parents through the 16 personality types according to the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI).

T

he MBTI was constructed based on a
theory conceived by a prominent figure
in the realm of psychology, Carl Jung,
who proposed that humans experience the world
through four essential psychological functions:
• Sensation
• Intuition
• Feeling
• Thinking.

In the MBTI model, a person’s natural preferences are
combined. These combinations then lead to one of
the 16 personality types. In this article, we will look at
all 16 personality types. You can go through them and
see which one you identify your child with the most!
Of course, you can also use this information to find
out what personality type you are.

THE ANALYSTS

INTJ
decisive · vision-oriented · quietly innovative
People with INTJ preferences are usually
described as being imaginative and strategic
thinkers. They like to be challenged intellectually
and prefer to work in an achievement-oriented
environment. Their insightful observation and
creative ideas help them to construct a unique
solution to be put into practice.

INTP
analytical · conceptual · intellectually curious
INTPs are pictured as innovators who seek to
learn more than the knowledge they currently
possess. They are prone to develop a detached
and objective way to analyse the world whilst
uncovering new and innovative ideas. They pride
themselves on their unique perspectives and
creativity they can contribute to a problem.

ENTJ
assertive · initiative · planner

These people are regarded as commanders;
they are described as natural-born leaders who
radiate charisma and confidence. They exhibit
the right amount of influence that draws people
together to work towards a common goal. They
are constantly looking for a way to accomplish
a goal, and have no problem carving a path for
themselves.

ENTP
abstract · enthusiastic · inventive

The consensus is that they are the debaters.
They thrive on arguments that challenge their
ideas and vision, unafraid of people’s judgements
of them. They do this simply because it’s fun
and challenges them intellectually. It allows
them to put their quick wit and a wide range of
accumulated knowledge to use at any given
opportunity.
coursesmalaysia Parents Guide 2018/19
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THE DIPLOMATS
INFJ

INFP

empathetic · idealistic · reserved

Comprising of less than one percent of the
population, INFJs are idealists with a sense of
morality. They take measured and concrete steps
to achieve a goal. INFJs also enjoy helping people
to develop to their fullest potential. Though they
may be small, they are capable of big things –
these idealists are motivated to change the world
one step at a time.

compassionate · empathetic · introspective
INFPs are fantasisers in the best sense – always
looking for a hint of goodness in the worst of
people or situation and are on the lookout for the
many ways they can make things better. Their
intentions are often out of purity and sincerity as
opposed to rewards or punishments.

THE SENTINELS
ISTJ

ISFJ

logical · objective · thorough

ISTJs are depicted as the personality type most
likely to avoid risky or unpredictable situations,
preferring to work with and rely on facts to arrive
at practical courses of action. They take great
responsibility on the tasks they take on and
devote themselves to achieve a goal.

considerate · devoted · sensitive

ISFJs are often dubbed as altruists, always meeting
kindness with double the kindness from their part.
They meet and form connections with people with the
greatest warmth and enthusiasm they can master.
They usually go above and beyond when it comes to
their responsibilities – sometimes exceeding others’
expectations of them.

THE EXPLORERS
ISTP

-–—

curious · hands-on · lead through action

ISTPs are constantly moving – from project to
project, building, reconstructing, the likes of it –
they enjoy exploring their surroundings with their
senses as well as challenging their ideas through
creating, trial and error and first-hand experience.
They are described to have a factory of impulsive
energy that goes off whenever, thus enabling
them to switch paths mid-way, taking their ideas
into a new and bold direction.
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ISFP
harmonious · observant · open-minded

Nothing infuriates and frustrates ISFPs more when
they are constrained or caged with limited freedom.
They express themselves through the means of art
and design and challenges people’s perspectives of
the world. Despite that, they draw their inspiration
from the connections they share with people – only to
reinterpret and reinvent them in vivid colours of their
own.

Personality Assessment

ENFJ
compassionate · diplomatic · persuasive

It is no surprise to see ENFJs taking on the role
as coaches or teachers – they exert influence
and confidence capable to inspire and motivate
others to do good. They take pride in guiding and
working with others to improve themselves, it all
comes from their genuine interest and trust in
people to better themselves.

ESTJ
organised · practical · structured

They are the epitome of tradition and order.
They value clear advice and guidance; working
best in an environment with clearly defined
and outlined roles and responsibilities. ESTJs
are governed by facts and they are able to
stick to their principles against resistance and
have no qualms standing by it.

ESTP
adventurous · energetic · perceptive

The ESTPs are entertainers by nature; they
are often described as the life of the party,
flitting from group to group with no short of
conversations and laughter. They live in the
present; launching themselves into action without
so much as a contingency plan, preferring to go
with the flow and fixing things as they go. If you
see a storm coming, there’s a high chance that
they are the reason behind it.

ENFP
expressive · gregarious · spontaneous

They believe anyone can be successful if they try
hard enough. ENFPs are always reading between
the lines, they see life as a big and intricate
puzzle. They are stimulated by new people and
experiences and will feel trapped if they are not
allowed the freedom to be innovative.

ESFJ
conscientious · down-to-earth · helpful

People who share this personality type are social
creatures at their core, a debate or exchanging
of facts would be of no help in maintaining their
attention. They are sociable and outgoing and
would show gratitude or appreciation to others
where it is due. They are also sensitive towards
people’s emotions, enabling them to detect
tension among parties and easily dissuade them.

ESFP
outgoing · fun-loving · lively

For ESFPs, all the world’s a stage, and they’re the
star. Their greatest satisfaction comes from bringing
joy to their peers, so if that means putting on a show
to cheer them up or chatting up a storm to make
them feel more comfortable, then they’ll do it – all
with an expensive taste for style. ESFPs are up-todate with the current trends in fashion and they’re
not afraid to explore new designs and styles.
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HOLLAND CODE (RIASEC)

C

reator of the RIASEC system, Dr John
Holland proposed that there are six broad
areas in which all career pathways can
be grouped into, and that we are most likely to
be successful and content if our chosen career is
consistent with our personality.
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Each of the letters from the acronym RIASEC
represents six different categories, and this test will
inform you of the personality type that your child is
most dominant in.

Personality Assessment

R

EALISTIC – THE DOERS

Related MBTI: ISTP, ESTP, ISFP

The realistic types of people earned the nickname
‘doers’ because they value practical things –
things that your children can see and touch
with their bare hands. Doers prefer to work with
objects rather than people, so that includes
plants, animals, tools and mechanics. They also
love working outdoors and combining elements
of nature in their work.

Is your child?

practical · systematic · straightforward/frank ·
reserved · independent

Does your child?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

tinker with machines/engines/vehicles
display physical abilities eg active in sports
build things
work outdoors
tend to animals
train animals
work on electronic equipment

I

fix broken items · build models · complete jigsaw
puzzles · play sports · read and follow simple
written instructions

Courses | careers to look out for:

• Agriculture | plantation manager
• Airport/Airline Management | commercial airline
pilot
• Architecture | architect, construction manager,
landscape architect
• Automotive | automotive technician
• Culinary Arts | sous chef, commis chef, pastry chef
• Engineering | civil engineer, mechanical engineer,
maintenance engineer
• Quantity Surveying | quantity surveyor, building
surveyor, construction executive
• Veterinary Science | veterinarian, veterinary nurse,
ecologist

NVESTIGATIVE – THE THINKERS

Related MBTI: INTP, INTJ, ENTP, ENTJ

These people are commonly known as the
‘thinker’ among a group of friends. You can
easily count on them to think things through until
they can reach a solution. They prefer to utilise
their investigative qualities to explore ideas and
concepts. Investigators thrive in an environment
where there are little rules or regulations to obey
as it allows them to wander freely as far as their
mind will allow.

Is your child?

inquisitive · analytical · observant · logical ·
complex

Does your child?
•
•
•
•
•

Can your child?

explore ideas
deal with abstractions
like to be challenged
conduct research on a concept/phenomenon
work independently

Can your child?

easily understand new information · interpret
events around him or her · perform basic
calculations · think of ideas

Courses | careers to look out for:

• Bioscience | biomedical scientist, forensic scientist,
medical research scientist
• Computer Science | computer system analyst,
computer programmer
• Engineering | analytical chemist, manufacturing
engineer
• Finance | actuary, chief financial officer, financial
analyst
• Medicine | pathologist
• Pharmacy | research pharmacist, toxicologist
• Psychology | clinical psychologist, counsellor,
researcher
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Personality Assessment

A

RTISTIC – THE CREATORS

Related MBTI: INFP, INFJ, ENFP, ENFJ, ISFP

Those whose artistic interests dominate their
personality expresses themselves freely,
this quality drives them to actively seek out
environments that grants them space to
explore and grow their creativity. Creators are
expressive in nature, so they have no qualms
openly expressing their emotions towards people
they care about. They have the tendency to
romanticise and hold idealistic standards on
problems, and the accumulation of the two result
in their abstract thinking that is transparent in
conversations or their work.

Is your child?

creative · imaginative · expressive · impulsive ·
idealistic

Does your child?
•
•
•
•

express himself or herself creatively
have ambiguous ideas
explore such ambiguous ideas
attend art exhibits, theatre

S

Can your child?

sketch, draw, paint · play a musical instrument ·
write stories · design clothing styles

Courses | careers to look out for:

• Architecture | interior designer, landscape architect,
production designer
• Communication | advertising, event management,
publishing, writing
• Culinary Arts | food stylist, food critic, catering chef
• Design | art director, fashion stylist, designer,
creative director
• Education | school teacher, university lecturer
• Film/Video Production | choreographer,
videographer, production designer
• Journalism | copywriter, editor, journalist

OCIAL – THE HELPERS

Related MBTI: ENFP, ENFJ, ESFP, ESFJ,
ISFJ, ISFP

An individual who’s dominant in this domain are
best known for their warmth and friendliness.
They fully embrace their friendly nature and
utilise that as their guiding force to gravitate the
world. The most identifiable part of helpers at
work is that they concern themselves with the
welfare of others, having put a strong emphasis
on nurturing a harmonious and collaborative
environment for the people involved. Their
presence fosters a healthy and welcoming sense
of support and collaboration.

Is your child?

friendly · understanding · outgoing · insightful ·
cooperative · kind

Does your child?

• help people with problems
• guide people

50

• involve themselves in art-related project/events
• channel his or her emotions into things they create
(in distinct forms of self-expression)
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• do volunteer work
• serve others
• collaborate with other kids

Can your child?

teach other children · express themselves clearly ·
step in when his or her friends are in an argument
· cooperate with others · communicate well

Courses | careers to look out for:

• Education | primary, secondary school teacher
• Hospitality | event manager, customer service
executive, programme director
• Nursing | emergency and trauma nurse, psychiatric
nurse, oncological nurse
• Physiotherapy | physiotherapist, acupuncturist,
sports therapist, personal trainer
• Psychology | clinical psychologist, teacher,
counsellor
• Tourism | tour guide, travel consultant

Personality Assessment

E

NTERPRISING – THE PERSUADERS

Related MBTI: ENTJ, ESTJ, ESTP, ESFP,
ENFP, ENFJ

The enterprising part of personality involves a
great amount of persuading. These people are
able to convince others of their own ideas with
great ease. They are confident in what they do;
the projects they work on, and am unafraid to
take great risks whenever necessary. Moreover,
people are drawn to persuaders because they
are super sociable and interesting, which adds to
their charming personality.

Is your child?

assertive · persuasive · influential · ambitious ·
spontaneous · driven

Does your child?

• lead groups or sports teams
• prefer adventurous activities

Can your child?

think critically · convince people to do things his or
her way · speak up in public · persuade others

Courses | careers to look out for:

• Business | sales manager, financial officer, human
resources manager
• Finance | financial manager, chief financial officer,
stockbroker
• Hospitality and Tourism | hotel manager, event
planner, training manager
• Law | solicitor, barrister, judge,
• Marketing | marketing manager, public relation
executive, marketing consultant

• seek control/leadership in group activities
• make important decisions
• persuade his or her friends to accomplish
something

C

ONVENTIONAL – THE ORGANISERS

Related MBTI: ISTJ, ISFJ, ESTJ

The conventional types generally would enjoy
administrative work. They would describe
themselves as structured, organised and
precise. Organisers are repulsed by the idea of
taking risks or falling out of order, so naturally,
secretarial work would suit their personality best.
On top of that, their efficiency and diligence
earns them a lot of trust from others to handle
complicated tasks.

Is your child?

conscientious · practical · systematic · obedient ·
persistent

Does your child?
•
•
•
•
•

follow clearly defined procedures
very detailed-oriented
organise things
like to work with numbers
follow through with instructions

Can your child?

make a point to remember steps to do something
· write relatively well · work diligently and naturally
under clear supervision and/or instructions.

Courses | careers to look out for:

• Accounting | accountant, cost accountant, tax
consultant
• Business | business manager, administrative
assistant, human resource manager
• Computer Science | web developer, database
administrator, computer programmer
• Economics | economist, management consultant,
sales analyst
• Finance | financial analyst, budget analyst
• Law | paralegal, court reporter
• Pharmacy | medical records technician, hospital
pharmacist, pharmacologist
• Tourism | tour guide, travel agent
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